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www.sharksjfc.org.au

ROUND 1 18 - 04 - 2021

ROUND 1

The Domeney Reserve Sports Pavilion refurbishment includes an extension to the 
multi-purpose space, refurbished and extended change rooms and amenities,  

and an upgrade of the kitchen, kiosk and bar facilities. A new umpire room will be  
added plus accessible external public toilets and amenities, plus new decking, a  

canopy shelter and a disabled-access ramp to the sports field.

Committee from PONRPJFC, POFNC and 
POCC with Chris Haggarty - Branch Manager 
and Cameron Mackay – Mobile Banker both 
from Bendigo Warrandyte Community Bank 
presented with the donation from Bendigo for 
the renovations.



Milestone Banners
A milestone banner is a run through banner that players use to celebrate when they 
reach 50, 100 or 150 Sharks games played.

Your team manager will be able to let you know when you are reaching milestone 
game tally

There are two steps to organising the banner:

1. Book the Sharks banner which will frame your child’s 
crepe paper insert.
2. Order or make your own crepe paper insert with your 
child’s detail on it.
PLEASE REFER TO THE CLUB WEBSITE FOR MORE DETAILED INFORMATION.  THE BELOW IS 
ONLY A BRIEF OVERVIEW

Step 1: Book the Sharks Banner

The Club has 2 banners for use by Sharks families to celebrate the milestone games 50 
Games and 100 Games (some reach 150 Games)

The outside of the banner is what you book using the online booking form on the 
website: Sharks Junior Football Club » Run-Through Banner (sharksjfc.org.au)

This form goes to Peter Hume who manages  
our banner bookings and will liaise with you  
regarding collection and return

The inside section of the banner is designed  
to be filled with crepe paper and used as a  
run through for the players (see Step 2)

Step 2: Ordering or Making the Banner insert

The banner insert is a crepe paper section which attaches to the banner and is 
designed for the players to run through. You can order the crepe paper banner insert 
or you can make your own.

Option 1: Pre-Made Banners by ‘Phelan Like a Banner’

Phelan Like a Banner is a local banner making business 
in Wonga Park that makes custom banners for football 
games. There is no better feeling than running through 
a banner, and no worse a feeling than sitting around  
all week sticking one together, so they will do that 
bit for you for as little at $120 a banner, or $150 for a 
double-name banner.

    

Option 2: Pre-Made  
banner by Milestone  
Banners
Milestone Banners is a company that  
will make the insert of your banner &  
deliver it to your door. They need 1-2  
weeks notice & prices start from $150

Option 3: DIY Banners
If you decide to make your own please refer to our website for instructions and 
templates



TEAM APP
Useful Functions

    Live Scores – Anyone can upload qtr by qtr scores  
    allowing everyone at the club to know how your  
    game is going.

    See snapshots here  
    for How To

 

    

    On Home Page  
    select LIVE SCORES  
    button

 

    Select your team

 

Click on the + sign in top right corner

Enter qtr scores and hit SEND

 

By the end of the game this is how your LIVE SCORES update will 
look like.
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Congratulations to our Shark Jorja Livingstone

(far right) on your appointment to the
2021 Eastern Ranges Under 19 Girls leadership group.

All of us at PONRPJFC are super proud of you, 
and wish you all the very best for the upcoming season!

Congratulations
WE LOVE BRINGING

LAND TO LIFE

RESIDENTIAL  LAND

DEVELOPERS

resiventures.com.au

resiventuresLDA   |  1300 031 260
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Ritchie Appleby – President of the Sharks

Park Orchards North Ringwood Parish 
Junior Football Club

Phone: 0408 367 444
GO SHARKS!!

Shark Attack
Round 1 Wrap UP
PRESIDENTS LETTER

Hi All Sharks

How fantastic is was Sunday to see all our young chargers out  
on the field enjoying the occasion, team mates and actually participating.

The planning to get the season underway has been occurring for the last five months. 
Thank you to all the folks involved in volunteering to get our Club to this point.

It was with pleasure to see so many familiar faces during the day on Sunday.  The 
committee were out in force assisting teams in preparation and the ladies in the 
Canteen at Stintons had food hot and ready to go.  It was great to see experienced 
Volunteers giving a helping hand to our new members, especially novice Coaches 
and Team Managers.  

Thank you and well done one and all – a true family involvement! Fantastic to see we 
are fielding 20 teams this season. More opportunity for game time for all.

GRADING PROCESS

There was a real mixed bag of results from Round 1.

Each year the YJFL embark on a Grading process over the first four rounds. They 
consider last year’s results, info provided by your club prior to the season & post the 
grading rounds and an assessment of results during the first four games.

In the past from time to time this has created some difficulty for committee, so as a 
result we please ask you familiarise yourself with YJFL Bylaws - Schedule A - via the 
Website.

Club Captains

Congratulations to all the upper age players who applied for this Distinguished position. 
Due to the quality of applications received, interviews conducted, club policy & 
age, we were left with a daunting decision to make. It was a very close call on all 
applicants.

Well done to Lachlan Jury as Club Captain & James Mason and Jorja Livingstone as 
Vice Captains.

Every application received showed great maturity & leadership. Watch out for our 
Colts and Youth this year, they are a great bunch of young people.

Sponsorship – Name Sponsors

Whilst our club is built on volunteers we need every ones input in securing various 
sponsorship deals. Their contributions allow us to keep fees at a reduced level 
whilst assisting in our operating costs. Please contact if you can help in any way. 
sponsorship@sharksjfc.org.au 

Team sponsors are filling fast, time to act is NOW!

Conduct

The Sharks are looked upon with envy by other clubs over how our Parents conduct 
themselves at matches; let’s please keep it that way. I know we are all very passionate 
towards barracking for our children, please make sure it’s in a positive manner. Umpires 
are there to help the game flow. Remember they are only human and at times can 
make mistakes, please show positive support & watch swearing.

Round 2 ANZAC ROUND

Our Colts/Youth Girls and other players / parents will be in attendance at Sunday’s 
dawn service at the Clock Tower in Ringwood. On behalf of the club, if you are coming 
along to show your respects, please come in your Sharks jackets.

This Sunday all matches will be proceeded by the reading of “The Ode”.  Please show 
our respects prior to the matches with a minute’s silence.

Summary

If at any stage during the season you wish to raise any issues then contact me directly, 
please feel free to do so either personally or on the phone 

Wishing all the Teams the best for next week and the season ahead.

GO SHARKS

RITCHIE APPLEBY

President 

Park Orchards North Ringwood Parish JFC

0408 367 444
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18 April Round 1

25 April Round 2 - ANZAC DAY

2 May Round 3

9 May Round 4

16 May Round 5

23 May Round 6 - Under 8s Day (TBC)

30 May Round 7 - Under 9s Day (TBC)

6 June Round 8

13 June Queen’s Birthday Weekend- NO GAMES

20 June Round 9

27 June First week of June/ July School Holidays - NO GAMES

4 July Middle Week of June/ July Holidays - NO GAMES

11 July Round 10

18 July Round 11

25 July Round 12

1 August Round 13

8 August Round 14

15 August Semi Finals

22 August Prelim Finals

29 August Grand Finals

Season Dates
To Remember

U8, U9 and U10   Do not score
U11 Boys (Brown div)      Park Orchards 3.4.22 defeated by 
    Kew Rovers    3.5.23
U12 boys (Gold div)          Park Orchards 7.4.50 defeated 
    Beverley Hills Red 1.2.8
U13 boys (Gold div)          Park Orchards 2.0.12 defeated by 
    Camberwell 12.15.87
U13 boys (Black div)         Park Orchards 4.4.28 defeated 
    Camberwell 3.2.20
U14 boys (Green div)      Park Orchards 22.14.146 defeated  
    Warrandyte 1.4.10
U14 boys (Blue div)          Park Orchards 4.7.31 defeated by 
    Kew Comets  11.19.85
U15 boys (div 1)                Park Orchards 3.5.23 defeated by 
    Richmond 12.8.80
U15 boys (div 4)                Park Orchards 6.11.47 defeated 
    Camberwell 6.5.41
U16 boys (div 4)                Park Orchards 5.2.32 defeated by 
    Glen Iris Gnatts  24.17.161
U16 boys (div 2)                Park Orchards 12.6.78 defeated by 
    Heidelberg 14.12.96
Colts (div 4)     Park Orchards 15.16.106 defeated 
    Banyule 8.4.52
U11 Girls    Park Orchards 5.8.38 defeated 
    Macleod 1.2.8
U14 Girls (Gold)                 Park Orchards 8.12.60 defeated 
    Richmond 4.2.26
U16 Girls (div 1)                 Park Orchards 1.5.11 defeated by 
    Kew Rovers 16.17.113
Youth Girls (div 1)              Park Orchards 3.4.22 defeated by 
    St Marys 9.14.68
 

Round Results
Round 1
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UNDER 8 RED: Coached by: Robbie Ward UNDER 9 RED: Coached by: Andrew Latella 
# Name # NameVs BEVERLY HILLS

U/8 had their first taste of footy on what was a beautiful 
Sunday morning. Playing Beverly hills we only had 10 
players and ended up with 9 after ¼ time.

The boys played their hearts out and showed dramatic 
improvement from one quarter to the next.

Luca and Logan teamed up with Raph in one 3rd of the 
ground all day and all 3 played great games with Luca 
and Logan both kicking multiple goals when they were in 
the forward 3rd.

Sam Newton had some great passages of play running 
out of packs and kicking long, with Patty and Xavier 
McCartney all teaming up well in their part of the ground 
all day.

Josh, Xavier Murray and Harry Ottens were also great all 
day with josh in particular providing some great moments 
with his tackling skills.

Looking forward to this coming Sunday.

Vs
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UNDER 10 RED: Coached by: David Worthington UNDER 11 RED: Coached by: Ben Hine
# Name
3 Cohen Myers
6 James Fortington
7 Sam Caltieri
8 Ethan Genever

10 Harrison Hume
11 Maxi Mcleod
13 Jackson Gadd
14 Archie Hattwich
15 Harry McInerney
17 Miller Hine
18 Hugh Marsh
19 Harry Wilson
21 Jackson Hartley
23 Charlie McGinty
25 Jasper Mijat
27 Marcus Di Battista
29 Luke Newman
37 Darcy Saunders
39 Alex Giosserano
40 Fynn Robertson
43 James Cahill
47 Luke O'Neil Parker
51 Anthony Doolan

# Name Vs TEAM

Round 1

Park Orchards 2.2.14 Def by Kew Comets 10.13.73

Great to be back….. the boys certainly bought some 
pent-up excitement with their long-awaited return 
to Footy to face the Kew Comets at Stintons at a 
confronting, for some, 8.30am start…

What we lacked early in the game the boys made for in 
sheer determination and enthusiasm, we were up against 
it in the first half facing a well drilled Kew Team. The first 
half saw some great efforts through the middle with 
Magnus showing some great tap work giving Eli, Alfie and 
Flynn the opportunity to get their hands on the ball.

Our backmen, in Levi (Skipper for the day), Mason, Tom, 
Dan, Josh and Jasper showed great grit with the early 
onslaught from Kew, keeping what could have been a 
confronting total to a reasonable 5 goal differential.

The boys started to match their enthusiasm with their skills 
in the second half, which saw, Bas, Heath Cruz, EJ, Gab 
and Eddie K, and Lachie come into the game.

The last qtr certainly our best with the boys demonstrating 
some linking play and increased ground and ball 
awareness to be rewarded with a few goals. If we play 
how we finished we have a promising season ahead.

Well done boys…. glad you’re all back
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UNDER 12 RED: Coached by: Damian Noonan 
# NamePO 7-8-50 DEF Beverley Hills 1-2-8

Great to see the boys running around in the Sharks Gear 
again and fantastic to see so many kids enjoying their 
themselves.

Some big changes for the U12 group this season with 2 
sides becoming one. Lots to manage to ensure all the 
boys get a good run, a chance to play different parts of 
the ground and most of all opportunity to develop and 
improve.

With all that in mind and after a couple weeks of training 
we hit round 1.

Cash Kinnear coming into the team for his first game 
captained the side and Archie Rowe as VC tossed the 
coin to get the season underway.

Having set ourselves during pre-season to work on centre 
clearances we got away to a good start working well in 
the middle, we hit the ground running and got on top 
early. We moved the ball quickly through hands to the 
outside as our plan and caught the Hills boys flat footed. 

Xavier bursting from the middle driving the ball forward. Our early dominance didn’t 
come easy with Beverley Hills really working hard to defend making scoring difficult. We 
started to crowd the forward line and get sucked into play; this fell into the Hill’s hands 
with their size & strength repelling manfully. 

Eventually Hudson took a strong pack mark and goaled, Julian also hitting the score 
board and Darcy’s quick thinking with all our forwards deep he push into a hole 
running from the midfield, Josh hit him with a well measured pass for Darcy to play on 
and kick truly. The Hills had a very strong CHB and Josh did a great job in the first to 
dampen his influence then to start to impact the game himself.

Solid Quarter to start the season. 

¼ Time PO 3-2-20 to Beverley Hills 0-0-0

Did Well-Moved the Ball Quickly, took the game on, Pressure around the ball, kept the 
ball live and moving to advantage 

Do Better-To many Status up Forward, need to spread and create space, don’t get 
suck into the play.

The second quarter played out similar to the first in that we dominated field position 
but again overcrowded the forward line, When the Hill’s boys did start to get some 
control and start to get some opportunity at their end some strong defensive running 
from Cash to get back and help our deep backs scramble to get the ball going our 
way again. Hudson took a nice defence mark, looked to switch the ball that resulted 
in some quick movement back into attack. Ben N at CHF was providing a great target 
and with instructions to run the Hills CHB around was proving a handful and had a 
dominant quarter playing on whenever possible. Cam Noble full of run up forward 
looks like he will be a handful for any opposition and hit the score board with a major 
and Ben N kicked truly as well. Our Wingers worked both ways with Angus moving up 
and down the ground and Lucas laying a couple big tackles in the middle to apply 
defensive pressure. Elliot starting on the bench worked himself into the game during 
the second got in and kept up the forward pressure. Jahla had a solid second quarter 
showing his potential as a ruckman and Hunter up forward just needed a bit of luck 
early, but he could see he was working hard around each contest. Charlie who was 
playing down back with Julian and Hudson worked hard late in the quarter to ensure 
we kept a clean sheet at half time.

½ Time PO 5-3-33 to Beverley Hills 0-0-0

Did Well- Moved the Ball Quickly, playing on whenever we had a chance, Good hands 
in close. 

Do Better- Pushing too deep when the ball is up forward, not protecting the line and 
spreading across the ground to protect the open side.

Half time came and so did a bit of rain, it dampened our game play and we stopped 
doing all the good things we had done in the first 2 quarters, the Hills reset and came 
out determined to impose themselves on the contest, they started to lead us to the 
ball and all of a sudden we looked slow and unsure of ourselves. They pick up the 
physicality and we started to take a step back. Suddenly, the entire game changed, 
and our back line came under constant pressure. The back line did a great job, Darcy 
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UNDER 13 RED: Coached by: Mark Hamilton 
# Name
33 Zac Antonellos
25 Indy Brown
7 Fynn Bullen

44 Joshua Daley
40 Albie De Rooden
11 Nate Farrell
3 Harry Halls

41 Logan Hamilton
36 Cohen Hine
37 Tate Hodgson
9 Eamon McDonald

17 Justin McIntyre
39 Charlie Nash
23 Daniel Nielsen
35 Luke Paciocco
27 Logan Ross
1 Logan Sonderhof

32 Isaiah Thomas
5 Austin Wallace

43 Daniel Williamson

Park Orchards  2  0  12  Vs Camberwell  12  15  87

The team was excited to be starting a new season after 
long COVID lay off. Conditions at Domeny Reserve were 
cool, cloudy with a slight breeze – perfect for footy.

Before the game we named our Captains for the season 
Zac, Hamo and Sonders – we are looking to these young 
men to give us strong leadership throughout the season.

We played against Camberwell who were Premiers in 
2019, so we knew it would be a tough contest – it proved 
to be just that. 

We were held scoreless for 3 quarters while Camberwell 
scored heavily despite our efforts to contain them and 
get ourselves into the game.

Albie, Rossy and Hamo worked hard but Camberwell had 
all the answers and dominated the clearances which put 
our backs under constant pressure. Nashy and Sonders 
defended hard but Camberwell’s precise kicking, run and 
carry was first rate.

      Over page.....

and Archie dug deep Darcy copped a knock to his calf and came off and Josh with a 
boot stud to the cheek had a stint on the bench with some ice on his face. Both Archie 
and Michael stopped 2 goals with desperate smothers. Duffy battling hard as always 
and working to provide some run and carry, Arlo throwing himself in and Jack applying 
loads of pressure ment the Hills boys only kick the 1 but with those boys and Jayla who 
came on for Darcy working so hard ment that for all of the Hills hard work we kept 
a good lead and could reset going into the last. The forward didn’t have as much 
opportunity, But Kia was doing his best to try and keep the ball up forward.

¾  Time PO 5-4-34 to Beverley Hills 1-2-8

Did Well-Worked Hard in Defence and kept up the pressure.

Do Better- DON’T WAIT FOR OTHERS TO GET THE BALL.

I CAN MAKE A DIFFERENCE WITH MY ACTIONS.

After assessing a couple injuries, we grabbed the boys in close to look each other in 
the eyes and promise each other that no matter what I am going to try my hardest 
and give my best effort every time.

Throwing Ben back into the Ruck as Darcy had a bad calf, he started to get us first 
use again, the boys looked a bit weary and the game became of bit of a pack slog, 
eventually we composed ourselves and went back to getting first use and moving the 
ball quickly with clean hands and direct play we started to get field position again. Arlo 
and Julian on the wings providing some run, Will in the middle being smart with the ball, 
Cam & Xavier providing run off half back and Josh working the Centre Half Back Line 
being a solid presence. Our pressure picked up again and this gave us 2 direct goals. 
Jack running down the full back who lost the ball providing Darcy an easy goal, and a 
run-down tackle in the goal square giving Darcy another directly in front. We wasted a 
few opportunities kicking a couple points that could have been easy goals but all in all 
thee boys finished strong against a very physical team in Beverley Hills.

Well done boys and a great way to start the season singing the song lead by Skipper 
Cash a VC Archie

Did Well- Picked ourselves up and went back to the way we want to play

Do Better-PLAY 4 QUARTERS

Final PO 7-8-50 to Beverley Hills 1-2-8

Goals: Darcy 3, Ben N, Julian, Hudson, Cam 

Best: Prest, Hales B, Xavier, Darcy, Ben N, Kinnear, Noble
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Zac went down in the second quarter with an ankle injury and played no further part in 
the game.

We managed to kick 2 goals in the last quarter and show glimpses of what we are 
capable of.

It wasn’t the ideal start to season, but we can learn a lot from this game and we know 
what the benchmark is for the competition this season and we have plenty to work on.

Goals:  Rossy, Josh

Best Players:  Albie, Hamo, Nashy, Rossy and Sonders

WE LOVE BRINGING
LAND TO LIFE

RESIDENTIAL  LAND

DEVELOPERS

resiventures.com.au

resiventuresLDA   |  1300 031 260
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UNDER 13 BLACK: Coached by: Brad Motteram
# Name
1 Will Tsoukatos 
6 Riley Di Conza 
7 Henry Milton 
8 Jacob Sette 
9 Dylan Todero 

10 Archie Leonard 
12 Jayden Sultana 
15 Lachlan Dickson 
16 Christian Theodorou 
18 Hamish Noonan 
21 Felix Kilworth 
22 Jack Inglese 
23 Sebastian Henderson 
27 Brooklyn Mitchell 
29 Jacob Bridger 
35 Lucas Nicholls 
37 Austin Foxwell 
39 Max Beach 
43 Darcy Brown 

# Name

UNDER 14 RED: Coached by: Jake Leonard
Vs TEAM

Round 1

Vs TEAM

Round 1
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UNDER 14 BLACK: Coached by: Duncan Allen 
# Name
26 Jordan Allan
37 Byron Bradshaw
36 Fletcher Cameron

Kristian Dass
13 Sean Kelly
34 James King
28 Will Mc Diarmid
30 Jack Mc Diarmid
4 Tom Mc Diarmid

11 Zach Millar
24 Lachlan Oakes
25 Sean O Leary
14 Jacob Simos
38 Byron Steele-Bonney
20 Charlie Tassell
40 Bruce Waddy

Park Orchards 4.7.31 def by Kew Comets  11.19.85

Hi Sharks

Our first game for 2021, Sunday 18th April at St James, 
Park Hawthorn

Sharks U14 B   vs   Kew Comets U14 2

We started off a bit slow in the first quarter, until Bruce 
Waddy kicked our first goal. Immediately after that the 
boys got around Bruce and their faces and confidence 
changed, we did some good kicking, handballing and 
body work (bumping, tackling and sheparding with some 
great don’t argues from Jordan A and Byron B) but our 
leading and marking under pressure still needs work. We 
kicked 3 more goals by the end of the game (James king 
1, Byron Bradshaw 1 and Fletcher Cameron 1) well done 
boys. But we missed many opportunities to kick goals 
either from missed marks, perceived pressure or not being 
quick enough to get boot to ball on the run or around the 
top of the goal square.  
The mids did a reasonable job in the middle getting it out, which still needs work, this is 
due to a lack of confidence and speed to the ball, but it will improve with time and in 
game practice. Good work Lachlan Oakes, Tom McDiarmid, Jordan Allan and Kristian 
Dass (great job in your first game). Byron Bradshaw dominated in the Ruck which 
earned him MAN OF THE MATCH, awesome job! The back line did a good job as well, 
thumbs up to Sean O’Leary, Sean Kelly, Charlie Tassle and Tom McDiarmid, we need to 
keep our intensity going and never give up(run, run, run). Kew Comets won the game, 
but we take away some good learning experiences. 

We have changes to make, things to work on, and most importantly confidences to 
grow. But the boys had fun, and are really excited to see what the rest of the season 
holds for them personally and as a team, stay tuned. 

Go Sharks

Cheers Dunk

UNDER 15 RED: Coached by: Adam Kenny 
# Name
1 Jett Simpson
2 Samuel Prest
7 Flynn Hutchinson
8 Liam Webb

10 Jake Galstians
14 Oliver Nitz
16 William Tait
17 Daniel Albers
18 Joshua Galstians
19 Josh Smillie
20 Harley Jackson
21 Max MacKay
22 Oliver Postill
27 William Rossimel
29 William Kenny
31 Max Dominko
33 Xavier Cuthbert
37 Joel Stephens
39 Andrew Holt
43 Thomas Worthington

RICHMOND 12.8.80 Defeated Park Orchards 3.5.23

It was awesome to have the footy finally back…616 days 
since we last played!

The boys have been training with such enthusiasm and 
effort, we were all really looking forward to taking on 
Richmond, touted as ‘the team to beat’.

Pleasingly, the boys started the game awake, enthused 
and with the first goal.

Will Rossimel was leading strongly, Oli winning the taps 
and our dynamic mids of Josh and Josh clearing the ball.

And then we met our match, with Richmond playing a 
really strong, skilled and fast game of footy.

The ¼ time score of 6.2 to 1.2 was fairly disappointing.

The second quarter saw us regroup, with a few positional 
changes, and realise that we had to play more 
accountable football.

Dan Albers was tackling hard, and Xavier, in his first game 
for the club, winning his contests at Full back.

Half time saw us still struggling on the scoreboard, trailing 
9.4 to 1.4.

To the boys credit, they fought out the next half with a 
positive, determined spirit, and the final result 12.8 to 3.5 
didn’t truly reflect their overall effort.

Oli Postill was a huge plus for us when moved to full back, 
as was Tom Worthington. Will Tait continues to show his 
impressive improvement and provided us with run from 
half back.

Sammy Prest on the ball ran all day, and Josh Smilie and 
Josh Galstians were tireless, tough relentless onballers who 
gave us so much drive. 
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At the end of the game, there was very much an air of disappointment, especially 
after such a positive pre-season.

The good news is, we know what we need to work on to ensure that we are 
competitive and a challenging team.

We acknowledged that we ARE a very good team, and this defeat will only serve to 
make us stronger and more determined.

Good things lie ahead of us.

Thank you to Al Galstians for being runner, Simon Webb for being trainer, Craig 
Mackay for time keeping, Peter Jackson for being umpire escort, Bevo for running the 
boundary, Jason Hutchinson for goal umpiring, Dustin Albers for doing voting, Matt Tait 
for assistant coaching and Andrew Dominko for team managing.

Thank you to everyone who came along and supported the boys.

UNDER 15 BLACK: Coached by: Justin Cahill 
# NamePark Orchards 6.11.47 def Camberwell 6.5.41

U15 Black faced off against the sharks of Camberwell 
at home.  In 2019 we’d lost to this team a number of 
times during the year, so we were well overdue for a win.  
Pleasingly we had our nose in front once the final siren 
rang.  Camberwell had us covered for height, but we 
beat them with work ethic and a 4 quarter effort.

We were on the board early with our co Captain Luke 
‘Barry’ Marriner on the board playing out of the square at 
FF. He was a presence for us all day, his leading was well 
timed, but Barry was great on defensive efforts especially 
with some strong tackling.

Despite us kicking 3 goals in the first quarter we were 
down by 2 goals at qtr time thanks to a few long bombs 
by the opposition.  Our bench was a bit of a hospital ward 
by qtr time. Jacko had done a quad and Bruiser had hurt 

his wrist.  Odds were stacked against us.  Rather than drop our heads our boys dug in 
and were ready to fight the match out.  Our midfield started to get on top and our 
defence hung together to clear the ball out and give our forwards a chance.  We had 
control of the ball in the second half, but struggled to make the most of our inside 50’s. 

In the third term we had the ball to ourselves, our handball and running game helped 
clear the ball from the back line and gave our fwd line first use of the ball.  Ben 
‘Ralphy’ Robin’s was on top at CHB, Connor ‘Big C’ was on top at FB and our backline 
was full of run, ‘Killer’ Bertram had the ball on a string at HB, ‘Weapon’ Draeger on the 
other flank, meant the ball was rebounded well.

At 3/4 time the game was there for the taking with us down by 2 points.  Channelling 
the inner Tina Turner I told the boys ‘I don’t need another hero’ (I don’t think they 
caught the reference), we just need 18 boys putting in 100% to run this out.  The 
Camberwell Sharks had a few talented players (Hero’s), but their depth was a bit 
brittle.  We felt strongly that if we have an even effort across the board we’d get 
up.  Archie Leonard was a presence up forward and kicking a great goal (filling in 
after playing in U14), big Barry worked hard for us and our midfield formed a wall the 
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Camberwell Sharks could not get out of. Big C and Weapon Draeger had a big final 
quarter in defence, our midfield led by Josh ‘Fridge’ Cahill and George ‘Rat’ Crea 
started to get on top and gave the ball to our runners (Fish, Flea, Rusty, Mozzie) and we 
eventually got on top.

We had a number of boys playing their first game of footy, ever, and a few new boys 
to the Club so was great to for Ralph, Barry, Bones, Rusty & Crackers (co captain) to 
contribute to the win.  Some strong work in defence from ‘Psycho’ Wallace playing tall 
across HB, good running from ‘Flea’ McKell and ‘Mozzie’ Bugler kept the ball out of the 
backline.  ‘Rusty’ Fortington was good on the ball and at HF, Shezza and Finn D had a 
few shots on goal. Skinny ‘Flash’ O’Keeffe had a great game on the wing, lots of run, 
plenty of tackles, ‘Fish’ Mahadeva was creative as always and when the siren rang for 
full time we had 18 sore, tired, but happy boys having really put in a hard fought effort.  
Super proud of the boys for digging in for a win.  With a few injuries, we’ll be a bit short 
for a few weeks so challenging times ahead for us, but won’t be long until the cavalry 
arrives with ‘Flyin’ Ryan O’Sullivan (thanks for heading down to watch us champ) to 
come back in a few weeks and we get Declan ‘Digger’ Bardsley back next week too.

Super proud of the way our team played, 18 boys ready to compete and play footy 
for each other, the way they move the ball off half back and give it to our fwd line, 
I reckon the Bombers could do with viewing our tapes to help with their transition 
through the middle.  Enjoy the win boys and let’s back up for next week. 

UNDER 16 RED: Coached by: Nathan Tovey 
# Name
2 Matt Parrott
4 Josh Tovey
6 Josh Baldori

10 Tom Rees
12 Joel Foxwell
14 Charlie Vermeulen Brown
15 Ryan Choong
16 Will  Sonderhof
20 James Dempsey
22 Oscar Pollock
24 Tige Ridley
26 Tom Morcom
28 Harry Prunty
30 Ryan Bunker Smith
34 Isaac Macklin
36 Tobias Kilkenny
38 Darcy Money
40 Cooper Trembath
42 David Broadbent

Asst Coach - Gerry Baldori
TM - Lisa Dempsey

Vs TEAM

Well following the extended lay off we were all forced 
to take from footy, we were back!

One of the initiatives we asked our boys to undertake 
was to nominate their Captain and Vice Captains for 
the season and congratulations to Cooper Trembath - 
Captain and Josh Tovey - Vice Captain.

With the pre season now over, practice matches 
complete we were ready for Round 1. This saw us play 
Heidelberg at Domoney. On a mild Sunday afternoon 
we knew this was going to be a great contest as they 
had come down from playing in the Gold Division the 
previous season.

With reduced numbers we played with 16 (no wings) 
would open the game up a bit and allow for us to use 
space and angles to our advantage. With an open 
forward line and these boys being able to get greater 
penetration on their kicks would allow us to move the 
ball well.

The first qtr was a close contest, we were ahead by a 
point going into the first change and pretty happy with 

the way the boys played. We had plenty of endeavour, intensity and while a bit fumbly 
at times was overall a good contest.  

The second qtr saw much the same as the first with a real tug of war beginning to take 
place. It was encouraging to see our boys play well against a team like Heidelberg 
who are evenly spread. We had some unlucky scoring shots hit the post and went into 
half time 1 point down.

The third qtr was where Heidleberg were able to take the game away from us as our 
concentration lapsed at times. We were competitive at the ball although could not 
convert at the scoring end. 

Cont....over...
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We challenged our boys at 3 qtr time to win the last term and to their credit, at one 
stage 5 goals down came back to even the term and this saw us go down by 3 goals.

For our first real hit out we have some learnings and opportunities for the boys as the 
season progresses. 

Goal kickers - Pollock 3, Trembath 3, Baldori 2, Sonderhof Foxwell, Waddy and Bunker 
Smith 1 each

Vs TEAM

Round 1

UNDER 16 BLACK: Coached by: Jason Osborne 
0

G’day team,

We had a very tough first up game against Glen Iris.

Besides having to wait a year to play a game 
of football, we also had Mitch Clark’s 100 game 
milestone as extra motivation. 

Unfortunately we couldn’t get the win for him, against 
a team that I later found out had topped up their list 
with multiple A-graders. 

We had 17 exhausted boys with no interchange up 
against 22. 

There was the initial disappointment after the 
final siren but upon reflection of the game & 
circumstances, the boys should be proud of their 
efforts & willingness to fight it out to the end. 

This was reflected in us kicking the last 2 goals of the 
game with some great passages of team football. 

We have plenty we can work on, including the coach 
but I believe this team can gel together & play some 
really competitive football. 

Special mentions to Ben S, Sam & Ashton who were 
inspiring with their fighting efforts at contests & 
explosiveness from packs. 

They were well supported by Lachlan R, Beau, Zac & 
Dan S. 

Goals:  Dan W   2, Ashton 1, Lachlan V 1, Robbie 1

# Name
3 Mitchell Clark
5 Jacob Leaumont
7 Remi Evangelista

12 Zac Smith
13 Beau Osborne
14 Ashton Devink
16 Lachlan Vozzo
17 James O’Hagan
18 Lucas Ramage
20 Bradley Hume
21 Lachlan Radford
23 Ben Sette
25 Brodie Maynes
27 Ben Waddy
28 Daniel White
29 Robbie Paciocco
38 Oscar Lynch
46 Daniel Smith
71 Sam Box
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COLTS RED: Coached by: Glenn Mason 
Park Orchards 15.16.106 defeated Banyule 8.4.52

Best Players: Shannon D’Souza, Noah Taylor, Kieran Rice, 
Lachlan Jury, Tom Heffernan and Ben Duffy.

Goal Kickers: Kieran Rice 6, Ben Duffy and Blake Haslam 3 
each, Zac McLeod, Nate Beaine and Noah Taylor 1 each

The boys finally got a real game of footy under their belts 
with no pre-season games in place so it was difficult to 
assess where we sat. With a new side we have formed; 
we have a mix of 8 players who been together along with 
top age boys and new players to the club so we were all 
looking forward to see how the boys would go?

There were basic roles we wanted the backs, forwards 
and midfield to carry out and for some of the game there 
was good transition and connection. Out of the midfield 
and across half back in the first half we looked to move 
the ball and open up the ground instead of down the 
line. Our entry into the forward line will need some work 
where we were bombing the ball in long and not lowering 
our eyes and looking for short hit up leads. This was the 
main reason why we scored so many points.

However, the boys I believe have some real potential to 
become a good competitive side; it is up to them to see 
how far that takes them? A great start to the year and 
getting a win will build confidence into a new side.

A special mention to Aden Hood and Jarrah Aitken who came off the ground early 
due to injury; our thoughts are with them hoping the injuries are not major as the boys 
have waited so long to be able to play again.

Finally, a special mention to Tom Maxwell, Tom Heffernan, Jarrah Aitken, Blake Haslam, 
Nathan Randal, Nate Beaine, Kieran Rice, Oscar Seegets and Chandler Weeks who 
are new to the club! Great to have you on board boys!

Go Sharks!!

# Name
1 Ryan Smeed
5 Ben Duffy
7 Tom Maxwell
9 Kieran Rice

16 Zac McLeod
17 Nathanial Beaine
19 Blake Haslam
21 Ben Perrett
23 Oscar Seegets
25 Noah Taylor
27 Jarrah Aitken
28 Tom Heffernan
30 Rhonan Appleby
31 Chandler Weeks
32 Mason Appleby
33 James Mason
36 Cayden Skien
37 Aden Hood
38 Shannon D’Souza
39 Lachlan Jury
41 Nathan Randall
43 Brock Pellinger-Riley

   

U 11 GIRLS: Coached by: Travis Rankin, Luke Ottens, 
Ben Kinnear 

# Name
1 Heidi Dunn
2 Annika Bosna
3 Allegra Blobel
4 Zoe Garden 
5 Jessica Fortington
6 Lilly Dawson
7 Jess Mizzi 
8 Ruby Miller
9 Chloe Bilucaglia 

10 Gemma Keaney
12 Piper Haddrick
13 Zoe Ottens 
14 Addison Lynch
15 Milla Dingle
16 Saylor Kinnear
18 Charlotte Woolley  
23 Georgia Menchise
24 Lucinda Rankin
31 Maeghan Sommers
32 Pia Klerides
34 Dana Sedawie-McKell
 25 Grier McIntyre

Sharks 5.8.38 DEF Macleod 1.2.8 

Our first game of the season saw our U/11 girls travel to 
Macleod and there was a mix of excitement and nerves 
with most of our players donning the Sharks colours for the 
first time.

Macleod were light on numbers and politely declined 
our offer to share so it left six players on the bench which 
provided coach Luke his biggest challenge of the day. 
The coaches instructions were simply to hold our positions 
and win the ball and share with your teammates which 
the girls adhered to really well for a first up effort.

The first half saw a good contest with us peppering away 
at goals only see us register 5 behinds before Jess F kicked 
truly for our first major in the second quarter. Chloe B 
and Annika repelled all that came their way across half 
back with some great intercept marks. They were well 
supported with the tackling efforts of Addi and Dana. 
We started to give our forwards more opportunity with a 
beautiful bouncing goal from Lilly with many on bench 
likening it to one of her favourite players Kozzi Pickett. Jess 
F bobbed up again for another goal and the Sharks went 
into the half time break with 3.6 on the board.

The second half saw the emergence of some of our ‘talls’ 
with Jess M, Maeghan, Georgia and Grier providing 
fantastic focal points for the team and great strength in 
the packs. The talls were well supported by our mosquito 
fleet Pia, Charlotte, Milla, and Zoe O. Being one of the 
smallest on the field Zoe O lead the way and laid a 
crunching tackle as the big crowd yelled ‘Balllllll’. The 
inseparable twins Piper and Heidi were dangerous as 
forwards creating opportunities for themselves and 
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teammates. Sayla across half back cleaned up some opposition forward thrusts and 
was well supported by Ruby and Zoe G. In the final quarter we finally got some reward 
for effort with another two majors. The first a nice drop punt from Lucinda and the 
second a bounce and goal on the run from Annika.

When the siren blew the girls had logged their first game and win. It was a tough one 
to manage in relation to game vs bench time but the girls ‘mostly’ took it fairly well. 
Massive thanks to  Team Managers Eulinid and Billa and all the other parental support 
to get us up and running smoothly for Round 1. Looking forward to our next game vs 
Richmond.

Go Sharks - Trav U 14 GIRLS: Coached by: Darren Dempsey 
# Name
1 Mia Spencer Jones
2 Grace Dawson
3 Willow Harvey
6 Sienna Pollock
8 Grace Bettiol
9 Amber Cannon

10 Erin Loucas
12 Scarlett McInerney
13 Indi Callaghan
14 Charlotte Peterson
17 Mia Bosna
18 Jaide Scott
20 Emily Rankin
21 Amelie Quartel
22 Tia Dempsey
23 Summer Cheeseman
25 Zara Zeeman
26 Allie King
28 Jasmine Gurgone
29 Julia Stahl
30 Ava Radle
31 Bonnie Spencer Jones
33 Raphaela Guerrero

Park Orchards 8.12 60 def Richmond 4.2 20

Captain – Allie King

An excellent start for the girls with a solid win.  Richmond 
only had 15 available so we agreed to even up numbers 
which meant we had to rotate 6 from the interchange 
every quarter until a head knock to one of the Richmond 
girls meant 7 for a quarter and a half!  This was most 
definitely the most challenging part of the day.  That said 
it was great to have the girls asking for more game time 
and I am sure this will come through the year.  Richmond 
were a much taller team and had some standout players 
but our teamwork, run and desire to get the footy won 
the day.  Twenty scoring shots to six is a comprehensive 
dominance of the scoreboard.

Kicking 4 goals in the opening quarter was an awesome 
start with 3 different goal kickers and our defence stood 
tall to reject any forward entries by Richmond.  There 
were many highlights of the quarter but three key 
moments stood out that are worth mentioning and really 
did set the tone for the remainder of the game.  After 
initially missing a tackle Indi Callaghan chased down her 
opponent, who was streaming toward goal, laid a bone 
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crunching tackle and was rewarded with the free kick.  The smile on Indi’s face and 
all of her team mates was great to see and the girls were still talking about it after the 
game!  Our Captain for the day Allie King started the 2nd memorable moment with 
a big tackle on the half back line, the ball then made it to Sienna who ran her full 
distance before hitting Mia B lace out who then turned and rewarded Grace D for 
being in front and we scored our 4th goal for the quarter.  It was a passage of play that 
certainly made the coaching box smile as did memorable moment #3 for the quarter 
which was Emily Rankin’s 5 or 6 bounces running from half back into our forward line, 
it was reminiscent of Buddy Franklins famous MCG run!  It’s great to see the girls taking 
the game on.  

The pressure around the ball didn’t let up and we didn’t allow Richmond any easy 
kicks.  Mia Bosna was fantastic around the half forward line taking marks and brining 
others into the game with precise kicking while Sienna Pollock just kept running up and 
down the wing.  I think I might need to keep a bounce tally for the year.  Mia SJ, Tia 
and Jaz were strong over the ball in the congested play when needed and our tall 
timber in Willow and Summer both hit the scoreboard and were two of our 7 individual 
goal scorers for the day.  

I could mention more but all the girls played their role and can be proud of their efforts 
for round 1.  In the end it’s a team game and our teamwork was what got us the win, 
not individual moments.  There is still work to do but there always will be and I want to 
thank the girls for dealing with the rotations like they did. I know its not easy when all 
they want to do is play but having 21 girls that keen is awesome.

There were obviously other excellent moments throughout the game but these 3 set 
the tone for the day and watching the girls work for each other to lay shepherds, talk 
and support one another makes Michael and I excited to see how we can continue to 
improve into the next game.

Thank you to all volunteers who helped and our team manager, Megan, for making 
things run smoothly.  See you in round 2.

U 16 GIRLS: Coached by: Jayde Arnold 
# NameVs TEAM

Round 1
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YOUTH GIRLS: Coached by: TIM LIVINGSTONE AND DAVID BOELL 
# Name
1 Reese Stephens
2 Kristen Bertoldi
4 Jorja Livingstone
5 Abbey Callaghan
6 Alannah Boell
9 Mia Mcauliffe

10 Matilda Rae
11 Lily Chilver
12 Flynn Peters
13 Eve Parry
14 Jade Hutchinson
15 Sienna Jones
17 Taliah Cameron
18 Courtney Murray
20 Grace Jenkin
22 Lauren Knowles
23 Jasmine Taylor
24 Victoria Turner
25 Lauren Cresp
26 Dakota Hoen
32 Petra Edwards
34 Ayesha Dang
39 Charli Dempsey
ASSISTANT C: Wayne Taylor

Park Orchards 3.4 : 22 def  by St Marys 9.14:68

Well how good is it to be back playing football.

A new season and a new team with 6 debutantes joining 
our mighty Sharks.

Congratulations to Grace , Ayesha , Lilly , Lauren , Sienna 
and Reese. All of these girls acquitted themselves well 
and had some significant moments.

Grace bursting through packs with speed, Ayesha 
making some excellent decisions with ball in hand, Lauren 
competed hard in the ruck, Sienna presented well as a 
forward and kicked a goal.

Lilly won the ball in contested situations and she gets off 
the mark very well and finally Reese just took the game on 
all day with a highlight being a two bounce run down the 
far wing.

Our new players were well supported by some of our 
experienced players. Jade was tireless on ball , clean and 
was our most consistent performer. Her outstanding open 
play tackle late in the game was the highlight of the day.

Flynn gave us some metres driving the ball out of defence 
and tried her best all day. 

It was enjoyable to watch Courtney bring her competitive 
energy to every contest. Lanna , Mia and Jas bought 
some class to the game and had some important 
moments. Their leadership is important to our new group. 
Until she was injured Dakota was rebounding every 
forward entry by St Marys. Speaking of injury we were left 
with 5 injured girls on the bench in the last quarter and 
two short on ground but despite this we fought the game 
out to the end and we know we will be better for the hit 
out.

We are looking forward to seeing big numbers at training this week. 

Our best footy is ahead of us.

Captain: Alanna Boell

Goals: Abbey Sienna and Mia

Best players: Jade , Mia , Ayesha , Flynn , Lana, Courtney, Dakota , Grace , Reese
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